
Artists exhibiting in c2c gallery:

DAVID ČERNÝ / CZ
Sprays
2005

ROMAN DZIADKIEWICZ / PL
Secret Teaching
Installation, 2006 

Roman Dziadkiewicz’s project “We Produce Bullets of Culture” is part of his ongoing research into
the socio-cultural phenomenon, model, and metaphor of “secret teaching.”  The piece is based on
a fragment of a story recollected by the Polish avant-garde artist and pedagogue Zbigniew 
Dłubak (1921-2005). Dłubak was arrested in 1944 in Warsaw and spent the rest of the war in 
concentration camps. At first he was imprisoned in Auschwitz, and from there transported to 
Mauthausen, where the following event took place:  

We became friends with a Czech called, Zbyněk Sekal [...] Sekal, Bogusz and me once exhibited 
together. There were posters intended for the exhibition. Of course they were not posted 
anywhere, only exhibited along with the other works as some kind of a highlight of the exhibition. 
The exhibition comprised of a horizontally positioned blanket onto which we hung our drawings. 
Several visitors came and saw it, and we closed the exhibition immediately. It was such a guerilla
exhibition. 
[Quoted from: Adam Mazur, Avant-garde in the Shade of Concentration Camps, in Obieg 
1(73)2006].

After acquainting yourself with the content of the leaflet, please make it accessible to others



RÓZA EL-HASSAN / HU
R. thinking / Dreaming About Overpopulation. 2001 / 2002 / 2003
Blood donation actions in Belgrade / Budapest / Zurich
Video, texts, drawings, T-shirt 

On September 12, 2001, images of Arafat’s blood donation for the victims of the terrorist attack in
New York went through the media. They triggered off these blood donation performances that 
Roza El-Hassan has documented on video not without self-irony and thus put on the agenda. 

Statement:
I am overpopulation
@Extra-Territoria   – Milica Tomic

Detail from Extra-Territoria Statement:
“The T-shirt with the statement I AM OVERPOPULATION 
will have two possible meanings in a relation to one who is wearing it. 
1. in one case it is solidarity with the group (any of those groups) which is accused for 
overpopulation. 
2. in other case, if it wears the accused group (any of those groups) it  means a representation of 
the resistance, and has the
"I don't hide"- meaning. 
Paradox is that every group accused another one for the overpopulation. This is the topos of 
racism.“ 

ALBERT HETA / Kosovo
Do it Again
Video, 2004

This video is based on a simple action, folding of the American flag. This action, albeit done in a 
casual laidback way, leaves grave connotations – it functions as a reminiscence of the 
ceremonial delivery of the folded flag to the families of fallen U.S. soldiers.



RICHARD FAJNOR / SK
Do you register your Partnership?
Performance, 2006 

JIŘÍ FRANTA /CZ
No Title
2006 

RAFAŁ JAKUBOWICZ /PL
Arbeitsdisziplin 
Lightbox, video, 2002

 [This work] by Jakubowicz, proved so
controversial that his exhibition was
cancelled. The show consisted of a
postcard, lightbox and video, all of
which depicted the logo, barbed wire
fence and security guard of a
Volkswagon factory in Poznan. […]
The view of the factory is shot through
the fence at twilight. In the video the
guard periodically looks directly at the
camera.

The postcard carries the caption, Arbeitsdisziplin, a German word that translates literally as ‘work 
discipline’ – or in other words, slave labour. As was understood by its audience, the artwork refers
to the Volkswagon Corporation’s beginnings as car manufacturer for the Third Reich, origins that 
included the use of slave labour, a practice common to German industry at the time. As the 
response to the work suggests, this idea resonates strongly within the complex history of relations
between the two countries.



DIANA JUN / KZ
A Look 
Digital photographs, 2006 

One of the possible perspectives – Looking at the life in Kazakhstan through the eyes of the 
Kazakh president. 

LILLA KHOÓR and WILL POTTER / HU, GB
Singular Hungary
Double projection (45 min 30 sec. and 6 min. 40 sec), installation
2006 

We know things about the past and its traditions from monuments and information handed down 
in legends, myths and fairy tales, and through the ways of thinking that survive in our own 
behavior today. The erecting of a sculpture of the mythological falcon Turul in the 12th district of 
Budapest gave us the opportunity to investigate a contemporary representation of such a myth. 
One video shows interviews with people in the 12th district of Budapest. The other consists of 
animated images from children's books illustrating different Hungarian mythologies. A spinning 
hallucinatory spiral form fades in and out on top of the images.

AVI MOGRABI / IL



Detail
video, 8 minutes, 2004

An armoured vehicle, a cloud of dust, a bleeding woman, a megaphone, an ambulance, a woman
with two children, another ambulance, a weeping girl, a man with white hair, a gust of wind, a 
reporter, an armoured vehicle, a detail of a bigger picture.
"Detail" is indeed a detail. It is a detail of my next feature film, but more importantly, it is a detail of
the reality that we live in in Israel and the Occupied Territories. Yet, this detail is an obscure one, 
at least for us Israelis, not that we could not see it if we wished, we prefer not to expose ourselves
to those endless details that make the lives of 3.5 millions Palestinians unbearable. We tell 
ourselves many stories as to what reality is like, but the truth is that we lost the ability to look at 
our own doings.

SAID ATABEKOV, ARYSTAN SHALBAEV / KZ
Moonlight Sonata
Video, 2006 

One of the possible perspectives – Looking at the life in Kazakhstan through the oil pipe. 

JAN TICHÝ / IL
Jasir Arafat Airport
Paper model, sand, 2006  

Built your own Palestinian airport at home!


